Mitsubishi provided a look at its future
automation solutions at SPS IPC Drives 2013
Ratingen, 12th December 2013
At this year's SPS IPC Drives, Mitsubishi Electric provided visitors
with a look into the future of its automation solutions. For the first
time in Europe, the successors to the internationally popular
compact MELSEC FX PLC series and the latest generation modular
MELSEC iQ Platform were on show, alongside the new GOT2000
series touch screen HMI and the new FR-A800 high-end frequency
inverter range.
All these products were physically presented to a busy audience by the
latest generation MELFA robot RV-F, and also included in a stunning 3D
HD movie which visitors could watch on the stand. Other highlights
included a super-sized iQ-R and FX PLC that visitors could physically walk
through, a MELFA robot with a vision system that allowed visitors to
choose a wine glass, point to a fill level and let the robot perfectly pour a
fresh glass of wine, plus a sushi bar run by Nuremburg’s most prestigious
sushi restaurant.
The video of the Mitsubishi stand is live on YouTube (here)
The new compact MELSEC FX5 series, the next generation of the
MELSEC FX range with more than 13,000,000 units sold was received
very well by the large crowds that attended the show, despite the early
snow outside. The new FX is designed to increase system performance
and plant productivity, thereby significantly reducing total operating costs
as well as energy consumption, something that is being welcomed by

industry.

Mitsubishi Electric also showcased the new modular automation
MELSEC iQ-R control concept, the result of the further development of
the successful MELSEC iQ Platform. The modular PLC created a high
level of interest thanks to its potential to reduce energy usage as well as
development costs and include comprehensive safety functions onboard.

For more information on the other future products included on the stand
such as the powerful FR-A800 and FR-A770 high-end frequency
inverters and the next generation of the HMI GOT series, contact
Mitsubishi Electric Europe directly.
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Pictures 1 and 1: Highlights of the Mitsubishi Electric stand at SPS IPC
Drives 2013 included a super-sized iQ-R and FX PLC that visitors could

physically walk through.

Picture 3: Mitsubishi Electric’s next generation of automation solutions
were physically presented to a busy audience by the latest generation
MELFA robot RV-F.

About Mitsubishi Electric

With over 90 years of experience in providing reliable, high-quality products to both
corporate clients and general consumers all over the world, Mitsubishi Electric
Corporation is a recognized world leader in the manufacture, marketing and sales of
electrical and electronic equipment used in information processing and
communications, space development and satellite communications, consumer
electronics, industrial technology, as well as in products for the energy sector, water
and waste water, transportation and building equipment.
With around 121.000 employees the company recorded consolidated group sales of
29,5 billion Euro* in the fiscal year ended March 31, 2013.
Our sales offices, research & development centres and manufacturing plants are
located in over 30 countries.
Mitsubishi Electric Europe B.V., Factory Automation European Business Group
(FA-EBG) has its European headquarters in Ratingen near Dusseldorf, Germany. It
is a part of Mitsubishi Electric Europe B.V., a wholly owned subsidiary of Mitsubishi
Electric Corporation, Japan.
The role of FA-EBG is to manage sales, service and support across its network of
local branches and distributors throughout the EMEA region.
*Exchange rate 120,69 Yen = 1 Euro, Stand 31.3.2013 (Source: Deutsche Bundesbank)
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